t was mid-October and the height of fall migration. At

I

the first hint of light, I hopped out of bed, pulled on

some clothes, and made my way down to the marsh

that fringes our East Quogue property on eastern Long Island. A mild cold front had come through from the northwest overnight, bringing the hope of migrants in its track.
Down by the pond—a salt pond that drains the small tidal
creek that drains the marsh—things were quiet.
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As the tide was low, I decided to hike across the marsh itself to the edge of Weesuck Creek where it empties out into
Shinnecock Bay. Mid-October is sparrow time, and there
was a chance to find the odd Nelson’s Sharp-tailed Sparrow
or maybe even the long-sought Lincoln’s Sparrow that
would be a new bird for the property.
I know this marsh pretty well, but getting around it can
be tricky. The key to keeping dry is to use the clumps of
cordgrass as stepping stones. At one particularly difficult
spot, I slid off a tussock down into a mud hole and—
bingo!—a plump, whirring little rail popped out. Virginia!
No, short-billed! Sora! I steadied myself and got my binocular on the bird in time to see the square white patches on
the inner trailing edges of its fast-pumping, heart-stopping
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wings. Never noticed those on a Sora before.
Then, just as the bird dropped back down into the marsh, it did something extraordinary: It called. KEK-KEK-KEk-KEk-Kek-Kek-kek-kekkekkek was what it
said, a distinct, Mephistophelean cackle that was both strange and yet at the same
time familiar.
What is so extraordinary about a calling bird? That’s what birds do, right? They
fly and they vocalize. They sing, call, whoop, holler. It’s an essential part of their
profession.
But not all bird vocalizations are equal. Some birds have real musical talent. Others produce evocative sounds. Owls and nightjars shiver the night with their calls.
So do those even more mysterious creatures known as rails. They are mysterious
partly because they can be quite nocturnal but also because we hardly ever get far
enough into their muddy domain to see who is doing the calling. A lot of mystery
and confusion still surrounds the vocalizations of the ever-elusive Rallidae.
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The Yellow Rail is legendary and notorious
for its secrecy. As a result, surprisingly little is
known about the bird. In this article, we relive
a serendipitous encounter in a backyard wetland that led to extensive detective work in a
quest to learn more about the species. Brazoria County, Texas; April 2007. © Brian E. Small.
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am getting ahead of myself. Here I am, stuck in the mud and half-unsure of
what it is exactly that I have just seen and heard. I try to extract myself and get
over to where the bird landed, but it has, of course, chosen the gunkiest part of
the marsh to drop in on. By the time I can squoosh my way over—up to the tops
of my sneakers at each step—the bird is long gone.
Mud-splashed, I retreat and decide to continue my walk on the opposite side
of the marsh. Eventually I work my way round the upland edge and back out to
the shore. This is a little line of mini-dunes that forms a kind of barrier island
separating the marsh from the open waters of creek and bay. It is a small echo of
the ocean barrier beach on the opposite shore of Shinnecock Bay separating us
from the Atlantic and preventing the ocean from lapping at our front door.
Most of this mini-shoreline is high and dry, but, at one point, the tides broke
through, shortcutting the main creek-flow out of the marsh. Some of the marsh
vegetation follows this cut, flowing out through the opening in the dunes and
marking the water’s path. At high tide, this is all flooded, but the soil here is a mixture of sand and mud and is firmer than the inner marsh. At the moment, it’s dry
enough to walk on, and I follow it back into the marsh as far as I dare go without
sinking into real muck and mire. And, lo and behold, a fat little rail pops out of
the reeds and, wings a-whir, heads straight across to muddier ground. This time
I am steady on my feet and can get a good look at the way the bird is cut short at
both ends with rounded wings, streaking down the back, and, yes, square white
secondary patches on those pumping wings. Abruptly it drops back down into the
marsh. It calls again: KEK-KEK-KEk-KEk-Kek-Kek-kek-kekkekkek.
I’m going to try to describe this vocalization in words, never an easy task. The
basic sound is a cackle. My notation is meant to suggest short, explosive cackling
clucks—between eight and a dozen—that start out as a series of even, loud, cutting, and well-separated KEK notes, dropping steadily down the scale, then speeding up at the end into a bit of a jumble.
Now I had heard the call twice. No, in fact more than twice. It began to dawn
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on me that, a day or two before, at the same early hour of
daybreak, I had heard this very sound coming out of a dense
stand of reeds bordering the muddy tidal creek that runs
from marsh to pond. Virginia Rail, I thought, then; the
species has nested on this marsh and is a regular migrant,
but I rarely hear it make any kind of sound. I then remembered something else: I had flushed up a small, short-billed
rail—not a Virginia—a day or two earlier and absent-mindedly labeled it a Sora.
Maybe it was a Sora. Maybe not.
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small, short-billed rail with white patches on its secondaries has to be a Yellow Rail. Immature Soras have
whitish trailing edges on the wings, but only the Yellow has
deep, rectangular, white secondary patches in all plumages.
In the early morning light I could not make out color, but
in spite of the name and common depiction, Yellow Rail
buffs agree that the bird generally looks much darker in life
than in field guide depictions. Everything else fell perfectly
into place.
This was not a life bird for me, by the way. I had seen Yellow Rails at Anahuac National Wildlife Refuge in Texas back
in the bad old days when they used to run marsh buggies
through the marsh grass to skunk out rails. But it is as good
as a lifer to be able to kick one up on your own steam in your
own back yard. And not once but two or three times. And
hear it call, to boot.
Coturnicops noveboracensis is a notoriously difficult bird
to flush, but it has to be a regular bird of passage on the Atlantic Coast. There are 50 or so accepted Long Island
records, most of them from late September and October, and

the statistics for New England and New Jersey are similar.
What is surprising is the relative paucity of records, undoubtedly to be explained by the bird’s extreme shyness and
preference for a difficult habitat. There are Yellow Rails
breeding to the north and northeast of us, and their winter
range extends along the coast south from North Carolina.
They must pass through our marshes from time to time.
Noveboracensis? The New York rail? That’s right: The scientific name commemorates the location of the type specimen of N. coturnicops. (Boraco is the old Latin word for
York.) It may well have been on Long Island, for all I know.
So popping one out of our East Quogue marsh was a notable event but hardly unprecedented.
What about that call? The Sora has a descending vocalization but it is a musical whinny. Other ABA Area rails have clappering, grunting, kicking, or clicking sounds but nothing like
this cackling down the chromatic scale. Or so it seems.
A musical note, if I may. A chromatic scale is one composed of close pitches that approximate the adjacent white
and black keys on the piano. We used to refer to our local
Song Sparrows as Bartók Sparrows because their songs
ended not with the usual Song Sparrow jumble, but with an
orderly descending chromatic scale of the kind that Hungarian composer Béla Bartók loved to employ in his music.
The avian version of this theme, which seems to have been
invented by some particularly talented sparrow with a fondness for modern music, must have impressed the local lady
sparrows; the song was passed on through several genera-

Yellow Rail habitat near Weesuck Creek.
East Quogue, Long Island, New York; fall 2008.
© Eileen Schwinn.
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tions, and I still hear it occasionally.
The Bartók Sparrow song is, however, a relatively pure and
musical whistle and nothing like the cackle of the rail. To a
human ear, the sparrow song might be described as sweet
and musical in a slightly melancholy way. The rail call is
pure maniacal mud hen. Imagine a cross between an angry
clucking domestic hen and a sarcastic, slightly fiendish,
marshy cackle.
Although not much about this species can be said to be
well-known, most birders know that the common “call” of
the Yellow Rail—its song, actually—sounds like two pebbles being clicked together. If you open up any field guide,
you will find clicking pebbles. If you go to Yellow Rail
breeding country in season, this is what you
hear. Every available recording of the
bird features only this sound, and
even the Yellow Rail files in the big
sound archives seem to contain lots of
clicking pebble calls and not much else.
Only one of the popular field guides had
anything else to add. According to David Sibley, the Yellow Rail also has a “descending
cackle of about ten notes,
with three to four notes
that sound like distant
knocking on the door.”
Door knocking aside, the
“descending cackle of about
ten notes” was just about
right. A little research led
me to Sibley’s source: the
Field sketch of
Yellow Rail account by Theodore a Yellow Rail.
Bookhout in the Birds of North Drawings by
America (BNA) series. Bookhout © Eric Salzman.
talks about the descending cackle as
a distinct and distinctive call of the
Yellow Rail (and quite separate from distant
knocking on the door, which is apparently an
entirely different call).
Several sound recordists sent me recordings
of marsh sounds that might be made by Yellow Rails, but so
far I have not succeeded in finding a recording that corresponds with the kek notes of October or the descriptions of
Sibley and Bookhout. I tracked down Bookhout, and he confessed that he himself had never actually encountered the
descending cackle and did not know of a recording. The guy
to talk to, he said, was Phillip Scott Stalheim, who wrote the
standard thesis on the bird at the University of Minnesota in
1979. Stalheim proved almost as difficult to locate as the Yellow Rail itself. Finally, thanks to Michel Robert in Quebec
and to Jim Williams in Minnesota, I found Stalheim’s thesis
and then the author himself.
Stalheim’s method of studying the elusive Yellow Rail was
WWW.ABA.ORG

simplicity itself: He raised them in captivity. Consequently,
he was able to observe behavior and hear vocalizations that
no one else had heard or been able to attribute with any degree of certainty. It was Stalheim who discovered, recorded,
named, and described the descending cackle. Here is his interpretation of the call:
The Descending Cackle consists of 8 to 15 pulses, descending in frequency over about 0.5 to 1.0 seconds. Each
pulse lasts only about 0.05 or 0.06 seconds, and there is a
pause of only about 0.01 seconds between
pulses. The Descending Cackle has
a relatively low frequency range,
from about 160 to 3,200 cycles per
second. Although the cackle pulses
appear quite similar to the clicking pulses on the sonograms, the
former do not begin very abruptly
and lack the metallic sound
of a click.
That’s it! That’s what I
heard!
Stahlheim’s account also suggests
that this is a contact call. According to
Michel Robert, who has studied these
birds, Yellow Rails migrate at night
and in groups. This brings up the
intriguing possibility that more
than one bird was involved in my
October adventures. One’s chances of
flushing the notoriously unflushable
Yellow Rail even once—let alone a
couple of times—certainly increase if
there’s more than one of them around.
Stalheim recorded the calls of these birds,
including the descending cackle; the sonograms that appear in his thesis are taken
from these recordings. The big, unresolved
questions are (1) whether he can find his old
Yellow Rail recordings and (2) if they are still decipherable
(old tape recordings can deteriorate alarmingly quickly).
Stalheim, now a well-established veterinarian in rural Wisconsin, is no longer involved with ornithology, but he has
promised to search for his old tape recordings and see what
shape they’re in. He says that the description of what I heard
matches the descending cackle, and I take heart from the
knowledge that Yellow Rail calls are a subject with which he
is undoubtedly more familiar than any other living person.
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f the descending cackle is uniquely a contact call between
or among migrating Yellow Rails, it could provide a dependable way to tell if these birds are in the neighborhood.
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Of course, to have the best chance to hear it, you’d probably have to be out on the marsh between sunset and sunrise. A few minutes later into the new day and I might have
missed the whole thing.
Hearing an almost unknown call from one of the leastknown North American birds is in itself an unforgettable experience. But there are other notable angles to this story. As
some readers of this magazine are aware, this was not my
first run-in with the vagaries of calling marsh birds (see
“Song of the Sharp-tailed Sparrow,” April 2001 issue, pp.
124–126). An even closer and stranger parallel can be found
in the curious century-old history of the “kicker,” a calling
Massachusetts marsh bird that was long thought to be a
Black Rail, and then a Yellow, but that ultimately turned out
to be a Virginia. How ironic that my cackler, which I first
thought was a Virginia, then a Sora, turned out to be a Yellow. (See the classic account of the mystery of the kicker by
William Brewster, written in the early part of the 20th century, and reprinted and annotated by Roger Tory Peterson in
his 1957 Bird Watcher’s Anthology.)
Could the call of the kicker be confused with the descending cackle? The Virginia Rail has a wide repertory of
grunts, eeks, and clatters, but none that seem to correspond
precisely. In any case, I saw the descending cackler giving
its cackle twice, and it wasn’t a Virginia Rail either time.
What songs or calls were those old guys talking about
anyway? Some recent writers and researchers believe that

rails are capable of imitating each other’s calls, but on what
evidence and to what purpose remains unclear. Perhaps to
confuse birders and ornithologists. Also, two centuries of
writing down calls in alphabetical syllables has not produced
a whole lot of refinement of what is essentially an obscure
and imprecise art. What is the difference between a click and
a kick or a cluck and a kek? Quite a bit, I think, but this is
sometimes hard to tell from the proliferation of nonsense
syllables. Thomas Nuttall, who wrote a manual about the
birds of North America in the early 19th century, says that
the Yellow Rail makes “an abrupt, cackling cry ’krek, ’krek,
’krek, ’krek, ’kuk, ’k, ’kh.” Now if that’s not a descending
cackle—even down to the jumbled ending—what is it?
But who pays attention nowadays to song notations and
identifications made in 1834 or 1904? What we need are
sounds recorded in 1984 or 2004, not in funny written syllables but incised on a tape, record, or disk. As far as I know,
no one has yet been able to use modern technology to capture this sound in the wild. If you know of anything like it,
let me know. In the meantime, I’m waiting to see what turns
up in Phillip Stalheim’s attic.
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Yellow Rails in Flight
There has been some recent discussion about the appearance of Yellow Rail in flight. Matt White, in his article on photographing Yellow Rails in an Oklahoma marsh (Birding,
January/February 2007, pp. 70–74), argues that standard
field guide depictions showing flying Yellow Rails trailing
their legs are in error and he offers some remarkable flight
photos to prove his point. Another issue is the shape of the
white patch on the bird’s secondaries, shown as almost
square in the Sibley Guide but more like a trailing band of
white in the National Geographic illustration and in White’s
photos. However, the birds I saw clearly had dangling legs,
and the white patch was much more like Sibley’s illustration.
I believe these discrepancies are easily explained. Matt
White’s Yellow Rails were caught in full, direct flight, whereas
the birds I saw were coming in for a landing with wings contracted (to create a stall) and landing gear extended. Sibley’s
image may depict a bird coming in for a landing or, perhaps
equally likely, a bird that has just exploded from the marsh
and is pumping hard to gain altitude. In either case, the legs
would be visible and the white patch would be somewhat
pinched in toward the body.
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It is hard enough to catch a glimpse of a Yellow
Rail scurrying about the ground. The ultimate
challenge is to a get a diagnostic photograph
of the species in flight. Red Slough, Oklahoma;
October 2004. © Matt White / VIREO.
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